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Abstract

An important component that has been missing from image synthe-
sis is the effect of weathering. In this paper, we present an approach
for the modeling and rendering of one type of weathering — metal-
lic patinas. A patina is a film or incrustation on a surface that is
produced by the removal of material, the addition of material, or
the chemical alteration of a surface. Oxidation, sulphidization, and
painting are examples of phenomena that produce patinas.

We represent a surface as a series of layers. Patinas are simulated
with a collection of operators, such as “coat,” “erode,” and “pol-
ish,” which are applied to the layered structure. The development
of patinas is modulated according to an object’s geometry and lo-
cal environmental factors. We introduce a technique to model the
reflectance and transmission of light through the layered structure
using the Kubelka-Munk model. This representation yields a model
that can simulate many aspects of the time-dependent appearance of
metals as they are exposed to the atmosphere or treated chemically.
We demonstrate the approach with a collection of copper models.
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: weathering and appearance,
material models, time-dependent phenomena, reflection models.

1 Introduction

All materials have an inherent tendency to change in appearance
or composition when exposed to the physical and chemical condi-
tions of the surrounding environment. The rate of change is depen-
dent on the material’s characteristics and the degree of its exposure.
The deterioration, decay, and change in appearance of materials due
to the effects of the surrounding environment are generally termed
weathering. Specific examples of weathering include the corrosion
of metals, efflorescence on stone and brick, fungal attack on organic
materials [28], and the wear and tear of everyday life.

Techniques for realistic image synthesis have advanced dramati-
cally in recent years. However, a common criticism of such images
is that they look too ideal, and therefore animators and modelers go
to great lengths to create a more natural look. An outstanding ex-
ample of this approach is the techniques to simulate wear and tear
in the recent movie Toy Story produced at Pixar [9]. Many texture
maps per surface were used to model scuffs, dirt, gouges and so on.
Unfortunately, this use of texture maps is labor intensive and some-
what ad hoc. Each texture map must be hand-painted and combined
using special shaders. It is also very difficult to properly account for
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Figure 1: Example of a real patina.

certain effects, such as a spill that crosses the boundary between two
patches. There is clearly a need for modeling and rendering tools
that make it is easier to create naturally worn surfaces.

In addition to its importance in computer graphics, visualization
of weathering effects has broad applicability to a variety of addi-
tional fields. Moreover, practitioners in other fields have studied
weathering effects for many years, and their theories and studies are
good sources from which to draw.

� For many applications it is useful to predict how a material will
look in the future. For example, in architecture and preserva-
tion, it is important to understand how the surfaces of buildings
change over time. Since buildings may stand for hundreds of
years, much of their final appearance is dominated by weath-
ering effects [22, 24].

� Conversely, there are applications where modeling weather-
ing interactions is applicable to the inverse problem of under-
standing the history of an object from its current appearance.
Restoration fundamentally involves returning a weathered ob-
ject to its true initial appearance [7].

� Many materials are created pre-weathered. These materials
are treated in various ways to simulate the process of weath-
ering. Since such treatments can be highly desirable (from
prewashed jeans to fake antiques), modeling them is impor-
tant [24].

Our long range goal is to develop easily controllable models of
weathered materials for computer graphics. This task involves the
identification of the basic physical processes underlying changes in
appearance and the development of appropriate computer models.
Since weathering involves the action of many environmental forces
over time, this will require simulating these processes. Such simu-
lations will also give us the ability to visualize changes over time.
We expect that different materials may require different modeling
effects. For example, stone, wood and metals weather quite differ-
ently because their chemistry and material structures are very dif-
ferent. In this paper we consider only the modeling and rendering
of metallic patinas as a starting point.

Metals are particularly susceptible to weathering interactions and
often develop a characteristic patina. The term patination is gen-
erally reserved for effects involving the chemical alteration of the



surface resulting in a change in color. It may describe the results of
either deliberately applied craft processes or natural corrosion [16].

Metals in general — and the finished metal surface in particu-
lar — begin to change under the influence of the atmosphere, or the
local chemical environment, as soon as they are exposed. Copper
and its alloys are particularly interesting, as they have broad aes-
thetic as well as practical applications.

1.1 Previous Work

To date, the simulation of weathering effects has been given little
explicit attention in the computer graphics literature. Related work
exists in three areas: procedural textures and fractal surface growth
models, specific weathering models, and layered surface represen-
tations.

Procedural textures [6] can be used to build up complex patterns
that often resemble natural effects. For example, the “shade tree”
concept of Cook [4] allowed arbitrary procedures to define a differ-
ent shading model for each surface, as well as lighting and atmo-
spheric optics. Perlin [26] described an entire procedural language
to define textures and laid the foundation for the stochastically-
generated textures that permeate rendering today. Finally, Turk [30]
and Witkin and Kass [33] introduced synthetic texture models in-
spired by biochemical processes. In this paper, we use procedural
textures in a new way: to vary parameters of a physically-inspired
model of material properties over time. We draw on fractal surface
growth models, used mainly in physics and various branches of en-
gineering. These models are concerned with the morphology of var-
ious pre-formed interfaces and with the dynamics of how the mor-
phology develops over time [1].

Starting with procedural texture models, several researchers
have attempted to simulate related weathering effects. Becket and
Badler [2] modeled surface imperfections through texture specifi-
cation and generation techniques, which are based on fractal subdi-
vision and simple distribution models. Blinn modeled the appear-
ance of dusty surfaces, given the thickness of the dust layer [3].
More recently, Hsu and Wong [15] introduced functions for simu-
lating dust accumulation that attempt to mimic the dust adherence
process. In addition, Miller [23] proposed a set of algorithms for lo-
cal and global accessibility shading; this type of shading yields vi-
sual effects that resemble tarnish on surfaces. We take a different
approach — focusing in considerable detail on one particular mate-
rial and its changes in appearance due to weathering.

A particularly promising method for modeling the appearance of
materials is to treat a surface as a set of layers. For example, a com-
mon application of RenderMan is to develop surface descriptions as
a series of layers [31]. Another area of interest is the modeling of
reflection and transmission of light through layered surfaces. Han-
rahan and Krueger [13] present a model for subsurface scattering in
layered surfaces in terms of one-dimensional linear transport theory.
This model is useful for rendering common layered materials such
as skin, snow, and dust. In this work, we build on such layered rep-
resentations by developing a set of tools for modeling and rendering
surface and subsurface structures as a function of time.

1.2 Overview

We begin by briefly reviewing the physical basis of metallic pati-
nas. We then present a representation of a metal surface as a stack
of layers and propose a collection of operators that can be applied
to the layered structure to produce a taxonomy of patination effects.
We also discuss how patinas can be modulated according to environ-
mental factors and the surface geometry. Next, we offer a method of
rendering the layered structure. Last, we demonstrate the approach
on several complex models.

2 Physical Basis of Patina Formation

Natural patinas develop primarily as the result of the process of at-
mospheric corrosion [22, 25]. The atmosphere alters the surface of
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a metal, causing gradual changes that quickly tarnish it with a thin,
but uneven, dark coloring, and may eventually convert the whole
surface into crumbly mineral products. In this section, we briefly de-
scribe the principal causes of natural patination. Similarly, artificial
patinas are deliberately induced through various surface treatments
designed to mimic and exaggerate the natural processes.

The corrosion process forms a complicated system of reacting
layers consisting of the metal, corrosion products, surface elec-
trolyte, and the atmosphere. The exact nature of the surface chem-
istry underlying the development of surface coatings and the fac-
tors that influence how they form and break down are major foci of
current corrosion research. Unfortunately, the experimental data to
support a physical simulation that would predict the appearance of
a metal is not yet available. Therefore, in this paper we present a
phenomenological model for the development of patinas, based on
observed physical behavior.

2.1 Composition and Formation of Copper Patinas

In order to study the development of metallic patinas, we chose cop-
per as a representative metal. The patinas of copper and copper al-
loys are classic examples of layered structures. When viewed in
cross-section (see Figure 3 [8]) multiple layers are distinctly visi-
ble to the eye. Vernon and Whitby identified the principal chemical
constituents of such natural copper patinas in the 1930s [32]. More
recently, Franey and Davis [8] and Graedel et al. [11] have carried
out a series of investigations, which have provided a detailed pic-
ture of the basic composition and formation mechanisms of natural
patinas on copper.

Clean copper surfaces exposed to the atmosphere quickly form
a thin layer of dull brown tarnish that gradually changes with time
to a reddish brown color, which is indicative of copper oxide, or
mineral cuprite [8, 22]. Once this layer is in place, subsequent lay-
ers grow much more slowly. The primary chemical constituents of
the patina on copper and copper alloys include copper oxides, sul-
phides, and inorganic and organic copper salts. Copper sulphide is
very dark brown, and the sulphide coating forms integrally with the
underlying metallic crystal structure. Thus, the sulphide layer of-
ten appears relatively shiny. The copper salts, consisting mostly of
sulphates, chlorates, and nitrates, come in a wide variety of colors.
Copper sulphate causes the characteristic green color of aged cop-
per. Figure 2 contains a key showing the approximate color of some
of the most important copper minerals.

2.2 Dependence on Physical Environment

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the patination process as it can
be outlined for three environments based on Graedel’s observa-
tions [10]. This diagram indicates the varying composition of the
patina in the environments and average lengths of time for develop-
ment.

The left column represents four primary stages of patina growth
in a marine environment. The first and second stages, which are
common to the other two environments, involve the formation of a
layer of tarnish and a layer of cuprite at the copper surface. The third
stage is characterized by the formation of several copper minerals,
with atacamite and other chlorine-containing substances expected to
predominate because of the high chloride concentration near the sea.
Small amounts of organic matter are also present within the struc-
ture. The final stage of the process augments the patina with similar
minerals and binding materials.

On land, a patina of a different composition is produced. Both
rural and urban air have moderate to high concentrations of sulfur.
Thus, the transition from the second to the third stage involves sul-
phurization atop the cuprite, with some atacamite being formed as
well. The initial form of the sulphur compound is primarily the min-
eral posnjakite; an organic binder is also present in the patina.

The final stage differs in the two environments. In the rural case,
where there are only moderate concentrations of acid and oxidized
sulfur in the atmosphere, the formation of sulfates proceeds slowly,
and a mixed patina of atacamite and brochantite is typical. In urban



areas, there are higher concentrations of sulfur, favoring the forma-
tion of the basic sulfate minerals antlerite and brochantite. Organic
compounds are also incorporated into the patina as it forms.

In a marine environment, patinas grow in thickness at an aver-
age rate of 1�m per year. In a rural environment, the rate is less,
about :5�m per year; in an urban environment the rate is slightly
greater, about 1� 2�m. These rates are highest during the first few
years of exposure and approach a lower, almost negligible rate after
about 20 years [22]. While the preceding section gives a descrip-
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Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the processes involved in the
growth of copper patinas in marine, rural, and urban atmospheres.

tion of the development of patinas in three different environments,
including the constituents of the patina and general growth rates, the
development can be further influenced by a specific surrounding en-
vironment. Wetness is perhaps the most important factor in the pati-
nation process. Patination occurs more rapidly in areas of the sur-
face that retain stagnant water. Thus, horizontal or inclined surfaces
patinate more rapidly than vertical surfaces [11]. In addition, expo-
sure to daylight decreases the rate of patination due to evaporation
of surface water.

There are many other factors that affect the corrosion of metals,
such as the composition of the electrolyte on the surface and the tem-
perature; variations in surface thickness due to abrasions, polishing,
and pitting are also relevant. However, the influence of these factors
is not well understood [22], and we do not consider them further in
this paper.

3 Modeling

As we observed in the previous section, the development of a metal-
lic patina is a process that proceeds in a complex system of layers. In
this section we describe a representation of the structure of a layered
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Figure 3: A surface patina as a stack of layers. (a) Micrograph of
a copper surface showing the layers. (b) Our abstraction of the lay-
ered structure.

material and a set of operators that can be applied to this representa-
tion to simulate a variety of effects. By writing a script in terms of
these operators, the weathering of the material as a function of time
may be simulated.

3.1 Layers and Materials

In our representation, a surface contains a stack of n layers (see Fig-
ure 3). The “0”-th layer is assumed to be the base material with an
essentially infinite thickness. The total thickness of the stack of lay-
ers is assumed to be small relative to the area covered by the layer.
Each individual layer also has a thickness, although it may be zero
at certain points. We have varied only the thickness as a function of
position, but other properties could be similarly controlled.

The remainder of the material properties do not depend on po-
sition. Each layer consists of a homogeneous material. The sur-
face of each material has the standard set of surface shading param-
eters such as diffuse and specular colors and an overall roughness or
shininess. In addition each material has two volumetric properties
that control how light is transmitted and reflected due to subsurface
scattering in the layer. The light reflection and transmission proper-
ties of layers and the rendering of the layer structure are discussed
in Section 4.

3.2 Operators

The development of a patina is implemented as a series of opera-
tors on layers. By controlling the sequencing of these operators, a
wide variety of effects may be created. Our current implementation
includes the following operators:

Coat Erode 

Layers
Base

Figure 4: The coat and erode operators.

� coat material thickness thickness-map
The coat operator adds a new layer of material to a surface.
The new layer has a specified maximum thickness that is mod-
ulated by the thickness map (see Figure 4).

� erode thickness thickness-map
The erode operator removes material from a layered surface.
The depth of the erosion may be controlled by a thickness map.
The erosion operator proceeds through the stack of layers de-
creasing the thickness of each layer until the desired amount
of material has been removed. This provides a means to cut
into a material and expose underlying layers. In principle, the
amount of an erosion may depend on the hardness of the ma-
terial in each layer, although our current system does not store
hardness as a material attribute (see Figure 4).



� fill material height height-map

The fill operator deposits material up to a given absolute height
above the base material. This is somewhat akin to filling all
the valleys with water until it reaches a given height. This is
a simple way to simulate the deposition of material in cracks
and crevices.

� polish height height-map

The polish operator removes material until a given absolute
height above the base material is reached. The result is a
smoothing effect across a surface. A variation of the opera-
tor removes material until a given area of surface is exposed.
This version of the operator was motivated by observing pro-
files and statistics of rough surfaces after they have been pol-
ished [29].

� offset radius

The offset operator applies a material to a surface by first ap-
plying a thick coat and then removing the part accessible to a
sphere of a given radius. The offset surface is computed using
techniques described by Miller [23]. (We have implemented
both versions of his operator: one computes the largest tangent
sphere, the other forms a positive and then a negative offset
surface and compares that to the height of the original surface).

We have implemented a simple scripting language to describe the
sequential application of different operators. This can be used sim-
ply to assemble a layered surface from a set of materials and texture
maps. In this case each material and thickness map represents the
current characteristics of the layered surface. This makes it possi-
ble to give the user control over the ordering of various operators
and special effects such as polishing. Alternatively, the operators
can be repeatedly applied to simulate the action of the environment
on the surface. When used in this way the scripts may be generated
by a program that attempts to cycle through various operations oc-
curring through time. In Section 5 we will show several example
scripts.

3.3 Texture/Thickness Maps

The operators we have described are able to model a multi-layered
patina, but one that is completely uniform and devoid of the varia-
tions and richness of detail that any natural process generates. Next,
we will explain a few simple, physically plausible methods to mod-
ulate these operators across the surface, simulating the detail present
in the real aging process. In our system we have used two represen-
tations for spatially-varying thickness maps:

1. Rectangular texture maps. In this implementation the thick-
ness is controlled by a standard 2D texture map.

2. Triangulations as texture maps. This implementation repre-
sents thicknesses as values attached to the vertices of a trian-
gulation.

In order to simulate variations in thickness over time, we have
implemented a series of fractal surface growth models for use with
the layer structure. Many of these approaches are variations of
models from the book by Barabási and Stanley [1]. We chose a
set of models that deals with the deposition of material and the
lateral growth of patches on surfaces. These models are particularly
appropriate for modeling the types of patterns that emerge in the
corrosion process, as corrosion typically begins with the deposition
of water and particulate matter from the atmosphere onto a surface.
Patches develop and spread based on the amount of water and
other substances on the surface. Our implementation of these
models includes several growth rates, such as linear, parabolic, and
logarithmic. We provide the following models:

Steady thickening (ST). This model creates a very simple, rela-
tively uniform pattern, which increases in thickness with time. We
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sample a surface evenly with a small number of points. An initial
thickness is assigned to each of these points, and the thickness at
intermediate points is interpolated. Over time, the thickness at each
sample point is increased by a user-specified growth rate. A small
amount of noise is added to the pattern to keep the appearance
natural.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Random deposition; the bent arrows indicate RD with
surface relaxation. (b) Ballistic deposition.

Random deposition (RD). Random deposition is the simplest
growth model that we utilize. From a randomly chosen position
over the surface, a particle falls vertically until it reaches the top
of the surface under it, whereupon it is deposited. We implement
this model by randomly choosing a position i and increasing its
height h(i; t) by one, where t denotes the time step. A variation
of this model, random deposition with surface relaxation, allows
the deposited particle to diffuse along the surface up to a finite dis-
tance, settling when it finds the position with the lowest height (see
Figure 5a). Due to the relaxation process, the final interface — or
surface of the layer — will be smooth, compared to the model
without relaxation, which is extremely rough.

Ballistic deposition (BD). In the Ballistic deposition model,
a particle is also released from a randomly chosen position
above a surface and follows a straight vertical trajectory un-
til it reaches the surface, whereupon it sticks (see Figure 5b).
The height of the interface at that point i is increased to
max[h(neighboring points; t); h(i; t) + 1]. Growth is de-
fined quantitatively through a simple function that calculates the
mean height of the surface. If the deposition rate (number of par-
ticles arriving at a position) is constant, the mean height increases
linearly with time. In addition, the interface width, which describes
the roughness of the surface, is defined by the rms fluctuation in
height. The key difference between the RD and BD models is that
the RD interface is uncorrelated — i.e. the thickness at each point
on the surface grows independently, since there is no mechanism
that can generate correlations along the interface. In BD, the fact
that particles are capable of sticking to the edge of neighboring
points leads to lateral growth.

Figure 6: A lattice of
blocked and unblocked cells
(left), early stage of pattern
formation (middle), late
stage of pattern formation
(right).

Directed percolation depinning (DPD). Starting with a collection
of initial patches on a surface, we develop an interface that grows
in all directions in two-dimensions and increases in thickness. We
begin with a simple 2D lattice and mark a percentage of cells as
blocked and others as unblocked. Over time, patches are much
more likely to advance onto an unblocked cell than a blocked cell
(the rules for it are much less stringent). In our version of the
model, unblocked cells imply concentrations of moisture on the
surface and thus stimulate growth.



Figure 6 shows a representative, initial lattice (where black in-
dicates blocked and white indicates unblocked) and a collection of
patches at early and mature stages. In this case, the seed patches are
10 � 10 squares. The patches grow in the direction of their prin-
cipal neighbors (cardinal directions) based on a simple probability
function and according to whether the given cell is blocked. Note
that the pattern develops much more readily in the bottom half of
the image, reflecting the lower percentage of blocked cells. Over
time as the initial patches spread across the surface, the system in-
serts additional seed patches at unoccupied positions according to a
given probability; these patches grow according to the same rules.
The above process creates the bottom level or overall pattern. The
upper levels (accounting for variations in thickness) are filled in as
follows: the probability of a cell appearing in level l+ 1 is propor-
tional to the number of cells in level l that support it. Variations in
thickness are denoted by gray levels; white is solid and black is void.
Other initial patterns and lattices could be used, and such compo-
nents could be varied as a function of time.

In our current system the development of the layer structure
through time is controlled in two ways. In addition to scripting dif-
ferent operations, specific growth models, as described above, can
be used to generate thickness maps through time. These growth
models can be controlled by environmental factors and the geometry
of the surface. Finally, the layer structure is output as a series of ma-
terial properties and texture maps, which are passed to the rendering
system. This allows additional control over the final appearance of
the surface.

The use of development models represents something of a black
box in that it is possible to use other procedural models or scanned
patterns to generate the thickness maps. In addition to the ap-
proaches described above, we also make use of standard procedu-
ral texturing approaches, such as noise and turbulence functions [6].
We have found the above models to be especially useful. However,
as additional information is learned about the development of pati-
nas, more exact models could be used, without affecting the overall
patina modeling framework.

4 Rendering

The appearance of a layered structure is a result of light interact-
ing with the surface and subsurface. Surfaces arise at the interfaces
between layers. Light is reflected from the surface depending on
the surface roughness and the specular color. The surface reflection
gives the layer a glossy appearance. Light is also reflected from and
transmitted through the interior depending on the absorption and
scattering properties of the material. The subsurface reflection gives
the layer a matte or diffuse appearance. The fact that light is also
transmitted through the stack of layers causes the colors of differ-
ent layers to be mixed; it also allows underlying materials to remain
partially visible.

4.1 Single Layer

To model reflection and transmission through a single layer we use
the Kubelka-Munk (KM) model [21]. The KM model is widely used
in the paint, printing, and textile industries to compute diffuse colors
due to subsurface scattering [17]. The book by Kortum is an excel-
lent source of information about the KM model [18].

The KM model was recently introduced to computer graphics by
Haase and Meyer [12]. In that work the color of a thick layer of paint
consisting of several pigments was quantitatively modeled. Given
the relative concentrations of several pigments, they were able to
predict the final appearance of the paint. The KM model was com-
pared to the standard additive or subtractive color models used in
computer graphics and was found to be more accurate. They also
used the KM model to estimate the pigment concentrations needed
to match a given color. In this work we use the KM model to predict
the color effects due to variations in layer thickness and to predict
the color of a stack of layers of different pigments.
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Figure 7: Positive and negative flux density within a layer.

The KM model corresponds roughly to 1-dimensional volume ra-
diosity. Figure 7 shows the transport of light within a layer. The KM
model assumes that the light distribution is directionally isotropic,
but varies as a function of depth. The light distribution therefore
is described by the flux density (energy per unit area), or volume
radiosity, in the inward or positive, and outward or negative direc-
tions, denoted by B+ and B�.

As light propagates through the volume it may be absorbed or
scattered, according to the following coupled differential equations

@B+

@z
= �(K + S)B+ + SB�

@B�

@z
= SB+ � (K + S)B�

where K is the absorption per unit length, and S is the backscatter-
ing per unit length. Backscattering decreases the energy flow in one
direction, thereby causing an increase in the opposite direction.

These equations have an analytical solution for a homogeneous
layer of thickness d [19]. Given these solutions it is possible to com-
pute the reflectance R and transmittance T through a layer:

R =
B�(0)

B+(0)
=

sinh bSd

a sinh bSd+ b cosh bSd

T =
B+(d)

B+(0)
=

b

a sinh bSd+ b cosh bSd

Here a = (S+K)=S and b =
p
a2 � 1. Note that in generalK and

S are functions of wavelength, hence the calculations involved in
the KM model must be performed separately for each color sample.

The major problem in using the KM theory is the determination
of the layer parameters K and S. One method is based on the for-
mula for the reflectance of an infinitely thick layer:

R1 = 1 +
K

S
+

r
K

S

2

+ 2
K

S
:

This formula can be inverted and the ratioK=S computed fromR1.
Thus, measuring the reflectance of an optically thick sample allows
one to computeK=S. Another common method for determining the
KM parameters is to measure the reflectance of a thick layer and
then the reflectance of a layer of known thickness over a background
material of known reflectance. A good discussion of different meth-
ods for determining the KM parameters in the context of computer
graphics is contained in Haase and Meyer [12].

In our work we have estimated the KM parameters by match-
ing synthesized color samples to physical copper and mineral spec-
imens, as well as photographs, such as those found in Hughes and
Rowe [16]. We generally match R1 to the sample, determine K=S
from the above formula, and assume a value for S. This approach
has enough accuracy to capture the range of colors and color effects
that we are attempting to model. A more careful study involving de-
tailed comparisons with physical samples under controlled weath-
ering conditions would require more accurate radiometric and col-
orimetric measurements. However, this is beyond the scope of this
study.



4.2 Multiple Layers

Kubelka also extended his model to account for the reflectance and
transmittance, including all scattering events, due to a stack of lay-
ers [20]. The reflectance and transmittance of two layers may be
merged to yield an equivalent reflectance and transmittance:

R = R1 +
T 2
1R2

1�R1R2

T =
T1T2

1�R1R2

This compositing process can be repeated, sequentially combining
two layers into a single layer, to account for the reflection and trans-
mission through a stack of n layers. We normally do this front to
back, although it can be done in any order. Thus it is essentially no
more difficult to compute the diffuse reflectance and transmittance,
including all possible transport paths, for a stack of n layers than for
a single layer. These formulas may also be used to combine a stack
of layers with an opaque base layer. (Note that most formulations
of the KM model explicitly include composition with a background
layer Rg .)

We call this process subsurface compositing to differentiate it
from the normal compositing operators widely used in computer
graphics [27]. Subsurface compositing differs from normal com-
positing in that visible light is always assumed to be transmitted
through each layer twice, which gives rise to a T 2 factor in front
of each reflectance. This lowers the visibility of underlying lay-
ers. Subsurface compositing also accounts for the effect of multiple
scattering which leads to a 1=(1 � R1R2) factor which increases
the contribution from each layer. These are important effects when
viewing a stack of adjoining layers; it differs from the typical case
in computer graphics where a set of disjoint partially transparent re-
flecting surfaces are being viewed. In this case it is incorrect to only
consider one-dimensional interreflection, and the light source is not
necessarily emanating from the eye.

4.3 BRDF

The above techniques are used during rendering to compute an ap-
proximation to the BRDF of each point on the layered surface. We
assume the final BRDF consists of a diffuse term and a mixture of
glossy terms. The diffuse reflectance of a stack of layers is com-
puted exactly as described above, and needs no further explanation.

Accounting correctly for glossy reflection is more complicated,
so we make several assumptions to simplify rendering. Glossiness
is caused by light reflection at the interface between layers. Tra-
ditionally in computer graphics there is only a single interface be-
tween air and the material — the surface itself — and this inter-
face causes the glossy appearance; in a layered structure there are
multiple interfaces. In our system we perform the following two
steps. First, glossy reflection at each interface is modeled using the
standard computer graphics model for shiny surfaces; that is, with
a specular color and a microfacet distribution function parameter-
ized by the surface roughness, Cs(N �H)1=r. Each interface inher-
its properties from the material below it, hence, each interface may
have a different roughness and color. Second, to account for atten-
uation due to absorption and scattering in the layers above the inter-
face, the specular color is multiplied twice by diffuse transmittance
of the intervening layers calculated using the KM equations. The
output glossy BRDF consists of a set of surface roughnesses and at-
tenuated specular colors. The renderer needs to be modified to sum
over this set of microfacet distributions when computing the final
glossy reflection component. If the final specular color of one of the
glossy terms is 0, that usually implies that it has been covered by an
opaque material.

This method of computing glossy reflection is an approximation
for several reasons. First, it is not strictly correct to use the diffuse
transmittance to attenuate the incoming and outgoing radiance be-
cause even with a homogeneous layer the transmittance will be a
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function of direction. Second, the above model does not account for
scattering events in the intervening layers before or after the glossy
reflection. In general, accounting for this would require the full so-
lution of the one-dimensional transport equation, as was done in
Hanrahan and Krueger [13]. The precise nature of the errors intro-
duced by these approximations needs further study. But our approx-
imations capture quite well all the major visual effects that we hoped
to achieve.

Finally, we output the final thickness of the stack of layers by
summing the thicknesses of each layer. This final thickness may be
used to either perturb the normals or displace the surface during final
rendering.

5 Results

To demonstrate the modeling and rendering approaches described in
the paper, we show results from several complex simulations.

5.1 Copper Strips

Figure 8 depicts the weathering of copper strips exposed to marine,
rural, and urban environments respectively over the course of a
thirty year period (in six year increments). This example shows
the possibilities for the development of natural patinas in distinct
environments. In all cases, the basic development of the patina
was derived from the background material presented in Section 2.
The patterns used in the layer maps were created though the fractal
surface growth models described in Section 3.3; in the scripts
below, the models are identified with the algorithm name, growth
rate, step number, and total number of steps. Names such as
marine patina 3 signify mixtures of the substances outlined in
Figure 2 and are treated as materials with the various operators; the
integer indicates the specific stage in this chart. The development of
the patina was simulated using the layer structure and combinations
of operators. The leftmost strips represent the appearance of pure
copper — the starting point for the simulations.

Marine environment. The top row is a simulation of changes due
to a typical marine environment. Here, we used the BD and DPD
models to vary the thickness of the layers as a function of time. The
BD model yields spotty patterns that are characteristic of marine
environments, which often leave uneven coatings of moisture and
salts on surfaces. The DPD model provides a patchy but more
uniform coating of patina in the latter stages. In the last stage, we
erode away a small portion of the top layer. The script for the last
strip in the series is the following:

new copper;

coat tarnish 1 0.35 texture(BD linear 1 20);

coat cuprite 2 1.2 texture(DPD linear 5 40);

coat marine patina 3 3.0 texture(BD linear 10 20)

coat marine patina 4 1.8 texture(DPD linear 20 40);

erode 0.5 texture(BD linear 5 20);

render maps;

Rural environment. The middle row is a simulation of ef-
fects common in a typical rural environment. Note that it takes
longer for the green patina to begin to appear here. Patinas in rural
environments tend to be quite spatially homogeneous. To capture
this quality, we used the ST pattern generator to vary the thickness
of the layers in the sequence. The script for the last strip in this
series is the following:

new copper;

coat tarnish 1 0.25 texture(ST cubic 1 20);

coat cuprite 2 1.0 texture(ST cubic 5 20);

coat rural patina 3 1.0 texture(ST cubic 10 20);

coat rural patina 4 1.1 texture(ST cubic 15 20);

render maps;



Figure 8: Copper time lines: marine environment (top); rural environment (middle); urban environment (bottom).
Urban environment. The bottom row is representative of
changes due to an urban environment. Here, the films are very
thick. Note that in this case, the green copper salts begin to appear
much earlier in the sequence. Half way into the sequence, the
surface is covered with a thick, almost continuous, coating. In this
sequence, we used the DPD model to generate the variations in
thickness. This model gives rise to fairly continuous patches that
grow laterally on the surface. It is common for urban patinas to be
very soluble and to develop coatings of soot/dirt. To capture this
quality, we erode away some of the patina and add a layer of dirt
on the surface using the RD model on the last strip in the sequence.
Here is the script for this strip:

new copper;

coat tarnish 1 0.55 texture(RD linear 1 40);

coat cuprite urban 2 1.0 texture(RD cubic 10 40);

coat patina urban 3 4.0 texture(DPD cubic 5 40);

coat patina urban 4 3.0 texture(DPD cubic 10 40);

erode 0.8 texture(DPD linear 30 40);

coat dirt 1.9 texture(BD linear 5 20);

render maps;
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Figure 9 illustrates the layers and the final BRDF parameters
for the urban series. Note that the layer structure records the
evolution of the strip from bottom to top. The initial development
(bottom row) features output from the RD algorithm without
surface relaxation. The remaining rows show patterns created with
the DPD model. In the top row, the dirt pattern created with the
BD model is visible. It is interesting to observe that each layer has
constant surface properties; all the variations in color and texture
arise from varying the thickness of the different layers.

5.2 Buddha

Figure 11 shows the development of the patina on a small statue
of a buddha. The buddha model was created from a Cyberware
scan and consists of approximately 60,000 small evenly sized tri-
angles. In these pictures the table and wall are rendered using con-
ventional texturing techniques, and the buddha is rendered using the
techniques described in this paper.

In this experiment the various stages of the development of the
patina are simulated in the RenderMan shading language. A shader
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Figure 9: Layer properties and the final BRDF parameters for the
urban series.

was written that modeled a three-layered surface: base copper, a tar-
nished layer, and a green patina. Parameters related to thickness are
shown as a function of time in Figure 10. The thickness of different
layers also depends on position and other factors as follows:

� The thickness of the tarnish layer was computed using two
functions. The first, labeled tarnish in Figure 10, models tar-
nishing due to atmospheric processes. This parameter does not
vary spatially. The second parameter, labeled polish, shows
the decrease in tarnish thickness due to polishing the buddha.
This parameter does vary spatially as determined by the acces-
sibility map (the accessibility map is computed as a prepro-
cess, and therefore there is a single accessibility value per tri-
angle) [23]. Thus, tarnish appears in cracks and crevices, and
shiny copper appears in exposed areas.

� The green patina consists of a steadily thickening layer and a
set of steadily growing random patches. The steadily thick-
ening layer depends on the local wetness of the surface; the
wetter the surface the thicker the patina. The wetness is con-
trolled by a precomputed exposure map, that gives the aver-
age irradiance due to the sun and sky received by that part of
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Figure 10: Development of patina on the buddha statue.

the surface, and a simple function that decreases the average
wetness of inclined surfaces. Another simple procedure in-
creases the wetness along the base of the statue where water
is likely to accumulate; this effect changes through time un-
der control of the base parameter. The patches of the patina
are controlled by a random fractal surface growth process. To
show the flexibility of the system, the surface growth pattern
is computed using the standard noise function in the shading
language. The thickness of these various components of the
patina change through time as shown in Figure 10. The curve
labeled body controls the thickness of the steadily thickening
layer, the curve labeled base controls the thickness along the
bottom, and the curve labeled bump controls the thickness of
the random growth process.

5.3 Towers

Figure 12 shows two copper-covered towers of different ages in an
urban environment. The tower on the left displays a dark cuprite
coating due to a few years of exposure; the tower to the right has a
green patina typical of several decades of exposure.

For this simulation, we modulated the appearance of the patina
based on several functions. As in the previous example, the wetness
is controlled by a precomputed exposure map and a simple function
that decreases the average wetness on inclined surfaces. For exam-
ple, inclined areas that face south have thinner layers of patina, re-
flecting the fact that they would be dryer. We also used an accessi-
bility map to vary the thickness of the patinas across the surfaces.

The new tower to the left is covered with a thin layer of cuprite. In
addition, some simple texture maps were created with a noise func-
tion and combined with the layer structure to simulate the staining
due to the flow of water over the top of the tower. Modeling such
washing and staining effects is the subject of a separate work [5].

In the tower on the right, there is a thin layer of cuprite on the base
copper. This is augmented with a fairly uniform layer of patina. We
also added a thin layer of dirt, which is common to urban patinas.
All layers are varied by simple noise functions.

6 Summary and Discussion

We have presented an approach for the modeling and rendering of
one type of weathering — metallic patinas. A surface is represented
as a set of layers. This representation resembles the underlying
structure of the physical model of a patina. A set of operators was
introduced that can simulate a wide variety of weathering effects.
We also presented an approach to modeling the reflection and trans-
mission through the layer structure using the Kubelka-Munk model.
The modeling and rendering approach is capable of simulating a va-
riety of metallic patinas.

Although we attempted to model the development of patinas on
surfaces based on the available physical evidence, our model is still
a phenomenological one. We believe that an exact model is not pos-
sible at this time, as the more general problem of the atmospheric
corrosion of metals is not yet fully understood. However, the new
layered model would appear to have great usefulness in computer
graphics due to the ease with which it is possible to give the designer



Figure 11: A sense of time. On the left is a sequence of images showing the aging of a statuette.
Time progresses from top to bottom. The larger image above illustrates the buildup of both the
underlying smooth copper sulphide tarnish and the rough green patina.
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Figure 12: Two copper-covered towers. (Left) After a few years of
exposure. (Right) After several decades of exposure.

control over a wide variety of processes important in determining
the final appearance of an object.

This representation of a material is significant, as it can accom-
modate the time-varying nature of a surface and its exposure to a
complex class of weathering effects. We believe that this general
model will be applicable to other materials as well. The problem
of creating physically-based models of real materials, which can in-
corporate variations over time, is an important topic for computer
graphics. This is a difficult problem, as the factors that determine
the changes in appearance of materials operate simultaneously and
are not completely understood. These difficulties notwithstanding,
many interesting research directions remain. One area is in the de-
sign of models for other materials, such as wood or plastics. An-
other topic is the development of more complex operators, which
can simulate dynamic processes, such as erosion. Last, we would
like to add interactive operators to the system. These would be es-
pecially useful for creating patterns due to various brushes used in
artificial patination techniques.
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